ABSTRACT
parameters were adapted with the APAs indicating that motor prediction of the consequences of the 48 postural changes likely modified the step motor command. In experiment two, repetitive postural 49 perturbations induced sustained locomotor after-effects in some parameters (i.e. step height), 50 immediate but rapidly re-adapted after-effects in others, or no after-effects. These results indicated The integration of posture and locomotion is particularly evident during the transition between 65 standing still and walking (Brunt et al., 1991) . Herein, centrally organized anticipatory postural 66 adjustments (APAs) involving a sequence of muscle activations and changes in the ground reaction 67 forces serve to overcome the resting inertia of the body and propel the body center of mass (CoM) 68 forward and laterally for weight transfer and medio-lateral (ML) stability prior to stepping (Brenière 69 et al., 1987; Pai, 1990, 1993) . Thus, the ML APAs minimize in advance the tendency for 70 the body to fall laterally and downwards at first step liftoff (Rogers et al., 2001 ). perturbations that alter APA characteristics should durably change the onset timing release, and 92 possibly other parameters of locomotion. Alternatively, the absence of 'after-effects' would indicate 93 that posture and locomotion coupling is mediated online through feedback-based mechanisms. 94 Preliminary results have been presented in abstract form (Mille et al., 2002) .
95

MATERIALS AND METHODS
96
Subjects
97
Eleven healthy women 21-29 years old (mean age 23.3 years ± 2.5) with the right dominant leg 98 participated in this study. All participants were naive about the purpose of the experiment and gave The motor was engaged at the same time as the light cue and was stopped when the subject stepped 113 (i.e. when the vertical force under the stepping foot was equal to zero). The perturbation 114 corresponded to a lateral frictional force of about 10% of the subject's body weight. No sound cues 115 due to activation of the motor were transmitted to the subjects. All subjects participated in two 116 experimental sessions performed on separate days. 117 Experiment 1. In the first session, subjects were not aware that their ML weight shift could be 118 resisted momentarily or that the perturbation would be introduced randomly in 25% of the 60 trials. 
123
Experiment 2. The second session was performed between three to seven days after the first one.
124
The same instructions used for experiment 1 were given to the subjects and were regularly repeated. The onset and end of the step were identified from the vertical velocity of the right ankle marker.
157
Step length and step width were assessed by determining the displacement of the ankle between step 158 onset and end in the AP and ML directions respectively. First step clearance was calculated as the 159 maximum vertical displacement of this marker. 160 Onset of EMG activity relative to the onset of the APAs was identified automatically, using the On-line locomotor adaptations 345 Historically, APAs were thought to involve an efferent copy of the motor command for an 346 intended action that acts on the postural networks (Massion, 1992 (Massion, , 1994 
